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Floors reinforcement for steel-concrete composite structures
Request of calculation:  Existing Structures

Date:  
Reference: 
 

> Beam span (L)                                             cm 
> Tipe of beam                                                IPE             IPN              other*                         
> Production steel                                            year                                                                                           
> Beam spacing  (I)                                          cm
> Concrete slab thickness (C)                                 cm                     
    Type of metal deck (T)                                              Hi-bond 55             other*                                   
   Concrete strenght class                               C25                         C30                           C35             
   Span deflection allowed ratio                       1/350                      1/250                         other*            
> Beams shored during concrete casting        yes                                          not
   Total intervention surface                             square meters
                                                                        
                                                                               

Loads (excluded: loads of  beams, concrete slab
and material  interposed)

> Floor foundation        kg\m2

> Flooring                     kg\m2

> Partition walls            kg\m2

> Other permanent loads   kg\m2

> Variable loads            kg\m2

Space for drawings and note *

Please send by fax to  +39  0424.502386

 

All the data with the following symbol  > must be indicated.
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Floors reinforcement for steel-concrete composite structures
Request of calculation:  new floors

Date:  
Reference: 
 

> Beam span (L)                                             cm 
   Tipe of beam                                                IPE             IPN              HEA            HEB            HEM 
   Steel grade                                                  S235                        S275                        S355                             
   Beam spacing  (I)                                          cm
   Concrete slab thickness (C)                                 cm                     
    Type of metal deck (T)                                              Hi-bond 55              Hi-bond 75                other*                           
   Concrete strenght class                               C25                         C30                           C35             
   Span deflection allowed ratio                       1/350                      1/250                         other*            
   Beams shored during concrete casting        yes                                          not
   Total intervention surface                             square meters

Loads (excluded: loads of wooden beams, concrete slab
and material  interposed)

> Floor foundation        kg\m2

> Flooring                     kg\m2

> Partition walls            kg\m2

> Other permanent loads   kg\m2

> Variable loads            kg\m2

Space for drawings and note *

Please send by fax to  +39  0424.502386

All the data with the following symbol  > must be indicated.


